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1. Symmetric invariants. Let F be a finite-dimensional vector 
space over JR. Each J £ V gives rise (by parallel translation) to a 
vector field on F which we consider as a differential operator d(X) on 
V. The mapping X—*d (X) extends to an isomorphism of the complex 
symmetric algebra S( V) over V onto the algebra of all differential 
operators on V with constant complex coefficients. Let G be a sub
group of the general linear group GL{V). Let I(V) denote the set 
of G-invariants in S(V) and let I+(V) denote the set of G-invariants 
without constant term. The group G acts on the dual space V* of V by 

(*•**)(!» = v*{rl-v), geG,vev,v*e n 
and we can consider S(V*), J (F*) , J+(7*) . An element pGS(V*) (a 
polynomial function on V) is called G-harmonic if d(J)p = 0 for each 
/ £ / + ( V ) . Let H(V*) denote the set of G-harmonic polynomial func
tions. 

Let Ve denote the complexification of V. Suppose B is a nonde-
generate symmetric bilinear form on Ve XVe. If X<EVC let X* de
note the linear form F—>B(X, Y) on V. The mapping X—>X* extends 
to an isomorphism P—*P* of S(V) onto S(V*). If G leaves B invari
ant then J ( IO* = I ( F * ) . 

We shall use the following notation: If E and F are linear sub-
spaces of the associative algebra A then E F denotes the set of all 
sums J^ioifi, (eiGEJiGF). 

THEOREM 1. Let B be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on 
VXV and let G be a Lie subgroup of GL(V) leaving B invariant. Sup
pose that either (1) G is compact and B positive definite or (2) G is 
connected and semisimple. Then 

s(v*) = i(y*)H(y*). 
The case of a compact G was noted independently by B. Kostant. 

I t is a simple consequence of the fact that under the standard strictly 
positive definite inner product on 5(F*) (invariant under G), the 
space H(V*) is the orthogonal complement to the ideal in S(V*) 
generated by I+(V*). For the noncompact case, let $ denote the com
plexification of the Lie algebra of G. I t is not difficult to prove that 
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